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where " is the kinetic mixing parameter and gD is the gauge coupling associated to the dark U(1)D. We define
the dark fine-structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2

D/(4⇡). The new interactions are such that � can only be pair produced,
rendering it absolutely stable and a dark matter candidate.

As far as the relic density of the � particle is concerned, when MA0 > M�, � annihilates exclusively to SM fermions
through the kinetically mixed dark photon. The relic density is set by the dark matter annihilation cross section,

�annv =
6g2

DM�

(4M2
� � M2

A0)2
�A0(2M�) , (2.2)

where �A0(2M�) is the decay width of A0 to SM fermions, evaluated when its mass is equal to 2M�, which in turn is
related to the R ratio. Figs. 2 (left) and 3 (left) depict – gray dot-dashed line – the region of MA0 ⇥ "2 parameter
space where the thermal relic abundance of � makes up all of the dark matter, for M� = 0.6MA0 and ↵D = 0.1 (top)
or 1 (bottom). For points in the parameters space that lie above these lines, the thermal relic density of � particles is
too small to make up all of the dark matter. Nonetheless, because we are interested in small (sub-GeV) dark matter
masses, there are strong constraints on �+ �̄–annihilations during the formation of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) [25]. The Planck experiment sets a lower limit on " which excludes the orange-line-bounded region in Fig. 2
(left) [26, 27]. These CMB constraints, however, would be absent if the dark matter candidate were a boson instead
of a fermion, since the annihilation is p-wave suppressed in the case of a boson.

When MA0 < M�, �’s can annihilate to two dark photons and, in the limit where " is small, the relic density is
exclusively determined by the parameters of the dark sector. This scenario is known as secluded dark matter [16].
Quantitatively, in the non-relativistic limit
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For the annihilation cross section at arbitrary center-of-mass energy, see [28]. For the dark-sector parameters of
interest here – large gD, sub-GeV masses – this annihilation cross-section is very large and the thermal relic density
of � particles is always very small. For this reason, there is no dot-dashed line or orange line in the right-hand panels
of Figs. 2 and 3, which depict the region of MA0 ⇥ "2 parameter space where M� = 2MA0 .‡

We are interested in the region of parameter space where the thermal relic abundance of � is just right or relatively
too small. In this case, � either makes up only a fraction of the dark matter of the universe or the � relic abundance
is not trivially related to its thermal relic abundance. For example, it could be a consequence of a dynamically
generated �–�̄ asymmetry: asymmetric dark matter [31, 32]. In this case, the “larger-than-thermal” cross section
may be important for removing the symmetric dark matter component. If � does constitute all of the dark matter,
direct detection limits with electron scattering from XENON10 [33] and XENON100 [34] apply. These are depicted
as green-shaded regions in Fig. 3. The distinction between Figs. 2 and 3 is as follows. In Fig. 2, we assume � to be
a thermal, “symmetric” relic and, for the parameters of interest here, � makes up only a small fraction of the dark
matter. In Fig. 3, we assume � to be asymmetric dark matter and assuming it makes up all the dark matter, direct
detection bounds are formidable competitors to the signal we will ultimately discuss here.

As far as laboratory constraints are concerned, it is important to distinguish whether the dark photon can or cannot
decay to dark matter. When MA0 > 2M�, dark matter can be produced by A0 decays. This can lead to relatively
intense dark matter beams in fixed target setups [1], allowing for interesting dark matter search strategies [3–7]. If,
instead, MA0 < 2M�, dark matter is, phenomenologically speaking, darker since its production requires an o↵-shell
dark photon. This region is the focus of this work. There are several existing laboratory constraints on this model,
including limits from rare pion decays at NA48/2 [35], beam dump experiments such as E137 [36], E141 [37], and
E774 [38], as well as searches for promptly decaying dark photon events at BaBar [39]. These translate into the
labelled purple and blue excluded regions of the MA0 ⇥ "2 parameter space, depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.

‡ As pointed out in [29, 30], for very light dark-sector particles, this annihilation channel may e�ciently deplete the dark matter relic
abundance even when M� < MA0 and ��̄ ! A0A0 annihilation relies on non-zero temperature e↵ects. This is significant when the mass
ratio M�/MA0 is close enough to one and the dark photon quickly and dominantly decays into standard model particles, which can be
satisfied even for very small "2 ⇠ 10�14. For the mass ratios M�/MA0 chosen in the left-hand panels of Figs. 2 and 3, these concerns
do not apply.
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the production channels rele-
vant for the MiniBooNE dark matter search [20].

Once the dark matter is produced by one of these
mechanisms, it can scatter with nucleons or electrons
through a neutral-current channel in the detector via Vµ

boson exchange, as depicted in Fig. 3. The scattering

� �

V

p, e p, e

(a) Free Protons or
Electrons

� �

V

n, p,�

12C X

(b) Bound Nucleons

FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams for the dark matter interactions
with nucleons and electrons in MiniBooNE. The �, in the
bound-nucleon case, would be observed by its decay products,
a pion and a nucleon.

rate scales as ✏2↵D , where ↵D = g2
D
/4⇡. The accelerator-

produced dark matter event rate in MiniBooNE scales as
✏4↵D for on-shell decays in this model.

Another potential dark sector scenario amenable to the
MiniBooNE search is leptophobic dark matter [8, 10, 11,
31, 32], in which the mediator V couples dominantly to
quarks and not leptons. For illustration, a simplified sce-
nario is presented in which a vector mediator couples to
the baryon number current, with the Lagrangian given
in Eq. (2):

LB = LV + gBVµJ
µ
B + · · · , (2)

where

JB
µ =

1

3

X

i

q̄i�µqi ,

is the sum over all quark species, and LV [Eq. (??)] is de-
pendent on the baryon gauge coupling gB (gD is replaced
by gB ). The limit ✏e ⌧ gB gives the leptophobic dark
matter scenario. Three parameters will be considered
in the interpretation of the presented results: the dark
matter mass m�, the leptophobic vector mediator mass
mV , and the coupling ↵B = g2

B
/4⇡. Consideration of the

dark matter production and scattering rates leads to the
conclusion that the event rates scale as ↵3

B
for on-shell

decays.
It turns out to be challenging to construct a phe-

nomenologically viable UV completion of the leptophobic

model with large mediator couplings to the SM. Among
other challenges, significant constraints arise as a conse-
quence of the anomalous nature of the vector mediator
in the case at hand [33–35], which will provide stronger
constraints than the MiniBooNE dark matter search in
most UV completions of the model. Nevertheless, the
MiniBooNE limits presented here are likely to be of value
in certain leptophobic scenarios, e.g., those involving lep-
tophobic scalar mediators.
As we are discussing new light degrees of freedom at

the (sub-) GeV scale, a variety of constraints from past
experiments must be considered. The strongest con-
straints on the scenarios discussed above arise from fixed-
target/beam-dump experiments, medium-energy e+e�

colliders, and meson decays. These constraints were de-
scribed in detail in Refs. [9, 29, 36–38] for the vector
portal model, and in Refs. [8, 34, 35] for the leptophobic
model.

III. BOOSTER NEUTRINO BEAMLINE

The Fermilab Booster delivers 8 GeV (kinetic energy)
protons to the BNB target hall. As shown in Fig. 1, when
running in on-target mode a secondary beam of mesons
is produced that travel through the air-filled decay pipe
and decay in flight to produce neutrinos which then travel
and interact in the MiniBooNE detector. The intensity
of the proton beam can range from 1⇥ 1012 protons per
pulse (ppp) to 5⇥ 1012 ppp.
Each pulse has a 53MHz microstructure that is com-

posed of 82 bunches, and each bunch has a full width
half maximum of 2 ns. Figure 4 overlays an example
trace of the BNB pulse microstructure, with an arbitrary
o↵set with neutrino mode ⌫µ charged-current quasielas-
tic (CCQE) interactions in the MiniBooNE detector; see
Sec. V for definition. The trace and the CCQE data
shapes are in good agreement.
Neutrinos are a background for the dark matter search.

To reduce the neutrino production coming from the BNB,
the primary proton beam was steered above the beryl-
lium target, and into a cooling air gap (which is inside
the neck of the aluminum horn). After leaving the horn
the protons enter the air-filled decay pipe, and finally
reach the beam dump located 50m downstream of the
target location, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Running in this
mode reduces the number of charged mesons that are
generated in the thin beryllium target.
The charged mesons that are produced in a thin target

will escape and produce decay-in-flight neutrinos, while
within the beam dump, the charged mesons are absorbed
or decay at rest within a few radiation lengths, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6. This is in comparison with neutral
mesons that will decay in flight due to their short life-
times. The neutral mesons could decay into a dark pho-
ton which would then decay into two dark matter par-
ticles, as shown schematically in Fig. 5. The horn was
turned o↵ during this run so no charged particles gen-
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A0 production mode ✏NO⌫A

⇡0 ! �A0 0.0027
pp ! A0pp 0.0043

TABLE II. Geometrical acceptance of the NO⌫A near detec-
tor considering DM production via pion decay and proton
bremsstrahlung.

such that for ✏ ⇠ 10�4 � 10�5 and a light DP the DM-
electron scattering cross section is still orders of magni-
tude larger than the neutrino-electron cross section. The
number of signal events S�e!�e is then:

S�e!�e = Ldne

Z
dNT(E�)�(�e) . (11)

where ne is the detector electron density , while

dNT(E�) = ✏det N�

✓
1

�

d�

dE�

◆
(pN ! ��̄)

T
dE� . (12)

where ✏det us the acceptance of the detector under inves-
tigation.

We now consider the Fermilab NuMI facility [28],
which operates with access to the Main Injector’s 120
GeV proton beam and delivers neutrinos to several
nearby detectors: MINOS, NO⌫A, and Minerva. We fo-
cus on the NO⌫A (NuMI O↵-axis ⌫e Appearance) near
detector, and explore its sensitivity to DM masses in the
MeV-GeV window produced via the prompt decay of a
sub-GeV DP (see [7, 8] for a discussion on the sensitiv-
ity of these facilities to few-GeV vector bosons). The
NO⌫A ND is located 990 m away from the target and
is 12 milliradians o↵-axis, where its location was cho-
sen to guarantee that the energy distribution of the neu-
trino flux peaks at 2 GeV. The NO⌫A near detector is
a 300-ton low-Z, highly active tracking calorimeter able
to di↵erentiate between muons (long tracks), electrons
(EM showers) and ⇡0’s (which leave a gap before decay-
ing to �’s). This low-Z material and fine cell structure
provides the NO⌫A detector with good angular resolu-
tion for neutrino(DM)-electron elastic scattering. Tab. I
presents the specifications of the NO⌫A ND, while table
Tab. II shows the geometrical acceptance of the primary
production modes.

IV. ELECTRON-DARK MATTER

SCATTERING SIGNATURE IN NO⌫A NEAR

DETECTOR

We now study NO⌫A’s sensitivity to electron-DM scat-
tering events by reinterpreting the ⌫�e elastic scatter-
ing analysis [29] performed on 2.97 ⇥ 1020 POT as a
DM-electron scattering analysis, treating both the ⌫ sig-
nal and background as background for the DM search.
This amounts to 160 events: the estimated number of
⌫-e signal event is ⇠ 140, while its background of ⇠ 20
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�
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NO�A 6x1021 POT

NO�A High Recoil

FIG. 1. NO⌫A estimated sensitivity to a DP decaying into
��† pairs for the benchmark point ↵D = 0.5 and mA0 = 3m�.
We plot contours of 58 (753) events for 2.97⇥ 1020 (6⇥ 1021)
POT with Ee✓

2 < 0.005GeV rad2 and for the contour labelled
High Recoil, 345 events for Ee 2 [5, 15]GeV for 6⇥1021. Also
shown are the strongest existing experimental limits: LSND
[13, 14], E137 [15], NA64 [16], BaBar [17] and CRESST-II
[18].

FIG. 2. NO⌫A estimated sensitivity to a DP decaying into
electrons for the benchmark point ↵D = 0.05 andmA0 = 3m�.
See Fig. 1 for further details.

[29] events includes both charged current quasi-elastic
(CCQE) events and neutral current (NC) events emit-
ting a single pion. Each signal event is composed of
single forward-boosted electron with energy Ee in the
range 0.5 GeV-5 GeV; for these energies the electron de-
tection e�ciency is approximately 50%. Since electrons
coming from ⌫-e elastic scattering are very forward along
the direction of the neutrino beam we impose a cut on
Ee✓2 < 0.005.
We then simulated DM production and scattering
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FIG. 6. Identical to Fig. 5 with Scalar DM � instead of Fermionic DM �. Limits from Planck do not appear in the region
of parameters shown here.

on existing experimental constraints. Electron scattering will be able to improve sensitivity for many values
of MA0 , and a substantial improvement is achieved when the ⌫e CCQE background is vetoed as described in
Appendix C (improving from the blue to the green lines). This improvement can be as large as an order of
magnitude on "2 over current limits.

For the right panels of Figs. 5 and 6, we assume a constant value of M�(M�) = 20 MeV and vary MA0 . The
features in the sensitivity curve can be understood by going back to the dark matter production mechanism.
It can be seen in Fig. 1 that for a fixed DM mass, as MA0 grows, the DM production goes from o↵-shell to
on-shell and back to o↵-shell. The first transition explains the strong feature near MA0 = 2MDM = 40 MeV,
while the second is the source for the slight kink around MA0 = m⇡0 .

All in all, we stress here the importance of two portions of the analysis strategy. First, the background
rejection of ⌫e CCQE events in the search for DM-electron scattering events allows for an improvement by a
factor of a few in the parameter "2 for nearly every mass MA0 . Secondly, we call attention to the importance
of using the DUNE-PRISM concept to reduce the impact of correlated systematic uncertainties discussed in
Section IID. By making measurements at several o↵-axis angles, we are able to extend the reach in "2 by
a significant amount with the same amount of beam runtime. We expect that if DUNE-PRISM operates at
even more o↵-axis angles, keeping the total exposure fixed, this sensitivity would improve further. The results
obtained here show that DUNE-PRISM enables significant improvements in light dark matter searches, beyond
the expected improvements regarding oscillation physics.

Lastly, we return to the parameter space presented in Fig. 1. Sensitivity reaches were displayed in Figs. 5 and
6 along slices through this parameter space, either fixing the mass ratio or one of the two masses. Instead, here,
we take another approach which provides a more comprehensive understanding of the experimental sensitivity.
Fixing ↵D = 0.1, we scan over MA0 and MDM independently, and present a contour plot of the limit set on "2
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the production channels rele-
vant for the MiniBooNE dark matter search [20].

Once the dark matter is produced by one of these
mechanisms, it can scatter with nucleons or electrons
through a neutral-current channel in the detector via Vµ

boson exchange, as depicted in Fig. 3. The scattering

� �

V

p, e p, e

(a) Free Protons or
Electrons

� �

V

n, p,�

12C X

(b) Bound Nucleons

FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams for the dark matter interactions
with nucleons and electrons in MiniBooNE. The �, in the
bound-nucleon case, would be observed by its decay products,
a pion and a nucleon.

rate scales as ✏2↵D , where ↵D = g2
D
/4⇡. The accelerator-

produced dark matter event rate in MiniBooNE scales as
✏4↵D for on-shell decays in this model.

Another potential dark sector scenario amenable to the
MiniBooNE search is leptophobic dark matter [8, 10, 11,
31, 32], in which the mediator V couples dominantly to
quarks and not leptons. For illustration, a simplified sce-
nario is presented in which a vector mediator couples to
the baryon number current, with the Lagrangian given
in Eq. (2):

LB = LV + gBVµJ
µ
B + · · · , (2)

where

JB
µ =

1

3

X

i

q̄i�µqi ,

is the sum over all quark species, and LV [Eq. (??)] is de-
pendent on the baryon gauge coupling gB (gD is replaced
by gB ). The limit ✏e ⌧ gB gives the leptophobic dark
matter scenario. Three parameters will be considered
in the interpretation of the presented results: the dark
matter mass m�, the leptophobic vector mediator mass
mV , and the coupling ↵B = g2

B
/4⇡. Consideration of the

dark matter production and scattering rates leads to the
conclusion that the event rates scale as ↵3

B
for on-shell

decays.
It turns out to be challenging to construct a phe-

nomenologically viable UV completion of the leptophobic

model with large mediator couplings to the SM. Among
other challenges, significant constraints arise as a conse-
quence of the anomalous nature of the vector mediator
in the case at hand [33–35], which will provide stronger
constraints than the MiniBooNE dark matter search in
most UV completions of the model. Nevertheless, the
MiniBooNE limits presented here are likely to be of value
in certain leptophobic scenarios, e.g., those involving lep-
tophobic scalar mediators.
As we are discussing new light degrees of freedom at

the (sub-) GeV scale, a variety of constraints from past
experiments must be considered. The strongest con-
straints on the scenarios discussed above arise from fixed-
target/beam-dump experiments, medium-energy e+e�

colliders, and meson decays. These constraints were de-
scribed in detail in Refs. [9, 29, 36–38] for the vector
portal model, and in Refs. [8, 34, 35] for the leptophobic
model.

III. BOOSTER NEUTRINO BEAMLINE

The Fermilab Booster delivers 8 GeV (kinetic energy)
protons to the BNB target hall. As shown in Fig. 1, when
running in on-target mode a secondary beam of mesons
is produced that travel through the air-filled decay pipe
and decay in flight to produce neutrinos which then travel
and interact in the MiniBooNE detector. The intensity
of the proton beam can range from 1⇥ 1012 protons per
pulse (ppp) to 5⇥ 1012 ppp.
Each pulse has a 53MHz microstructure that is com-

posed of 82 bunches, and each bunch has a full width
half maximum of 2 ns. Figure 4 overlays an example
trace of the BNB pulse microstructure, with an arbitrary
o↵set with neutrino mode ⌫µ charged-current quasielas-
tic (CCQE) interactions in the MiniBooNE detector; see
Sec. V for definition. The trace and the CCQE data
shapes are in good agreement.
Neutrinos are a background for the dark matter search.

To reduce the neutrino production coming from the BNB,
the primary proton beam was steered above the beryl-
lium target, and into a cooling air gap (which is inside
the neck of the aluminum horn). After leaving the horn
the protons enter the air-filled decay pipe, and finally
reach the beam dump located 50m downstream of the
target location, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Running in this
mode reduces the number of charged mesons that are
generated in the thin beryllium target.
The charged mesons that are produced in a thin target

will escape and produce decay-in-flight neutrinos, while
within the beam dump, the charged mesons are absorbed
or decay at rest within a few radiation lengths, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6. This is in comparison with neutral
mesons that will decay in flight due to their short life-
times. The neutral mesons could decay into a dark pho-
ton which would then decay into two dark matter par-
ticles, as shown schematically in Fig. 5. The horn was
turned o↵ during this run so no charged particles gen-
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FIG. 2. The number of millicharged particles produced through various sources within ArgoNeuT’s (left) and DUNE
ND’s (right) geometrical acceptance for ✏ = 10�2. We assume 1020 and 3 ⇥ 1022 POT for ArgoNeuT and DUNE ND re-
spectively. The mCP production from scalar mesons ⇡, ⌘, ⌘0 are shown in solid lines from top-down. The mCP production
from vector mesons ⇢, !, �, J/ are shown in dashed lines from top-down, and the Drell-Yan production is shown in dot-dashed
line. The production rate scales as ✏2.

However, geometric acceptance is much higher due to the significant boost of produced mCPs. The DUNE ND is
larger in angular coverage of around 4 ⇥ 10�6 of the full sphere. As the mass of the mCP is taken to be higher, the
various meson decays into ��̄ pairs become kinematically inaccessible, and the overall flux of mCPs at ArgoNeuT
and DUNE ND is reduced. This is shown in of Figure 2 where we plot the number of mCPs traversing ArgoNeuT
(left panel) and DUNE ND (right panel) over its full run as a function of the mCP mass m�

3. Because DUNE ND
has around 200 times more angular acceptance than ArgoNeuT, the flux of mCPs from di↵erent sources increases by
a di↵erent amount due to detailed kinematics, which changing the relative strength of mCPs slightly from di↵erent
sources. Interestingly, for the DY process, a mild increase in the detector geometrical acceptance can be found for
mCP masses at around 1 GeV. This increase is because at high masses mCP’s are produced near threshold, and thus
have limited transverse momentum. This increase also holds for mCPs at the threshold of the parent particle (half
the parent meson mass). However, the phase-space suppression at threshold is stronger such that this increase in
acceptance is not visible in Figure 2.

To assess the e↵ect of soft scatterings on the trajectory of the mCP, it will be useful to study their typical energies.
In Figure 3 we show the energy distribution of mCPs that are accepted by ArgoNeuT and are produced through
decays of neutral pions, !’s and through the DY process. In each case, we choose mCP masses in a range that the
corresponding production source accounts for a high fraction of the overall production. For lower mCP masses and a
given production mode, the energy distributions are very similar to each other as the mass is a tiny correction to the
kinematics, as is shown by the blue curves in each panel. This figure shows that in the region of interest the mCPs
that go through on-axis near detectors will be highly relativistic, often possessing over 10 GeV of energy. We can
thus conclude that a high flux of relativistic mCPs is produced in neutrino beams motivating a search for them in
near detectors.

A. Matter E↵ects

Before discussing the detection of mCPs in LAr detectors, we briefly discuss the e↵ect of the roughly 500 meters
of matter which they traverse between the target and the detector. Matter can a↵ect mCPs in two ways - causing
energy loss and changing its direction [25]. Energy loss is dominated by the interaction of mCPs with electrons. Of
these, the rare hard collisions dominate energy loss while soft collisions dominate the number of scatterings. A simple
estimate of the energy loss by a typical mCP in 500 meters of dirt can thus be estimated by solving for the recoil
energy at which the mean free path to 500 meters. As we shall see in the next section, where mean free paths are
calculated, this amounts to a typical energy loss of a few MeV. This energy loss estimate agrees with the estimate

3 Heavy (� GeV) mCPs are produced through high x-values of the parton distribution functions, whose uncertainty will impact the rate
estimation. These can be included in an experimental study of the ArgoNeuT dataset.
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MeV-scale energy depositions by low-energy photons produced in neutrino-argon interactions have been
identified and reconstructed in ArgoNeuT liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) data. ArgoNeuT
data collected on the NuMI beam at Fermilab were analyzed to select isolated low-energy depositions in the
TPC volume. The total number, reconstructed energies and positions of these depositions have been compared
to those from simulations of neutrino-argon interactions using the FLUKA Monte Carlo generator. Measured
features are consistent with energy depositions from photons produced by de-excitation of the neutrino’s target
nucleus and by inelastic scattering of primary neutrons produced by neutrino-argon interactions. This study rep-
resents a successful reconstruction of physics at the MeV-scale in a LArTPC, a capability of crucial importance
for detection and reconstruction of supernova and solar neutrino interactions in future large LArTPCs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber
(LArTPC) is a powerful detection technology for
neutrino experiments, as it allows for millimeter spatial
resolution, provides excellent calorimetric information
for particle identification, and can be scaled to large,
fully active, detector volumes. LArTPCs have been used
to measure neutrino-argon interaction cross sections
and final-state particle production rates in the case
of ArgoNeuT [1–7] and MicroBooNE [8], neutrino
oscillations in the case of ICARUS [9], and charged
particle interaction mechanisms on argon in the case of
LArIAT [10].

LArTPCs are being employed to make important mea-
surements, e.g. understanding the neutrino-induced low-

⇤ ilepetic@hawk.iit.edu
† blittlej@iit.edu

energy excess of electromagnetic events with Micro-
BooNE [11] and will be used to search for sterile neu-
trinos in the Fermilab SBN program [12] and for CP-
violation in the leptonic sector with DUNE [13]. Precise
measurements of neutrino-argon cross sections will be
performed with SBN [12] and of charged hadron interac-
tions with ProtoDUNE [14]. In most of the existing mea-
surements, LArTPCs were placed in high energy neu-
trino beams to study GeV-scale muon and electron neu-
trinos as well as final-state products, generally with en-
ergies greater than 100 MeV. A smaller number of mea-
surements have investigated particles or energy deposi-
tions in the < 100 MeV range [6, 15, 16], some using
scintillation light [17].

Few existing measurements have demonstrated
LArTPC capabilities at the MeV scale for neutrino
experiments, despite the wealth of physics studies that
have been proposed for future large LArTPCs in this
energy range. A number of studies have investigated
expected supernova and solar neutrino interaction rates
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FIG. 4. Left: A raw data neutrino event display with one track reconstructed as a muon and with photon activity (isolated blips).
The top image is the collection plane, and the bottom image is the induction plane. Wire number is indicated on the horizontal axis.
The vertical axis indicates time sample number. Color indicates amount of charge collected. Right: The same event after hit finding
and reconstruction. Each square denotes a reconstructed hit. Color indicates whether or not a hit was removed and by which cut
(see text). Hits that pass all cuts are in red.

Following this selection, we grouped signal hits into
clusters and attempted a reconstruction of clusters’ posi-
tions and energies. A cluster is defined as a collection of
one or more signals on adjacent wires that occur within
40 samples on these wires. This value was determined
by examining a simulation of electrons with energies in
the range of interest. If a cluster spans an unresponsive
wire, each section was considered as a separate cluster. A
total number of 553, 319 and 4537 plane-matched clus-
ters were reconstructed, yielding an average of 1.00, 0.16
and 1.12 clusters per event in the selected neutrino, back-
ground and MC events, respectively. In neutrino events,
most of the clusters (75%) are composed of just one hit,
23% are two hit clusters, and only 2% are clusters with
more than two hits.

B. Position Reconstruction

We reconstructed the 3D position of a cluster by
matching the furthest upstream collection plane hit in a
cluster to the furthest upstream induction plane hit in the
matched cluster. This yielded a coordinate on the yz-
plane. We then included the x-coordinate of the collec-
tion plane hit to obtain a 3D position and calculated the
distance of each cluster with respect to the neutrino inter-
action vertex. While a cluster may span more than one
wire in a plane, the distance traveled by the presumed
Compton-scattered electron creating the cluster is negli-
gible when compared to the distance from the vertex.

C. Charge to Energy Conversion

To reconstruct the energy associated with each recon-
structed cluster, first the measured pulse area (ADC ⇥
time) of each hit was converted to charge (number of ion-
ization electrons) by an electronic calibration factor, then
a lifetime correction was applied to account for ioniza-
tion electron loss due to attachment on impurities in the
liquid argon during drift, as described in [7].

Calorimetric reconstruction in a LArTPC requires
converting the collected charge to the original energy de-
posited in the ionization process. This requires applying
a recombination correction which depends on charge de-
position per unit length dQ/dx [27]. The low-energy
photon-induced electrons in the present analysis result in
just isolated hits or clusters of very few hits, not extended
tracks, so the effective length of the electron track seen
by a wire cannot be determined.

A different method to estimate the energy from the de-
posited charge which relies on the assumption that all
hits passing cuts are due to electrons has been developed.
The method uses the NIST table that provides the ac-
tual track length for electrons in LAr at given energies
(ESTAR) [31], from 10 keV to 1 GeV. Using this table,
we can thus approximate the deposited energy density
dE/dx by dividing the energy by the track length for
each row in the table. Using the Modified Box Equa-
tion [32] to model the recombination effect, we can cal-
culate the expected dQ/dx and by multiplying by the
track length (i.e. dx), we obtain the expected amount
of charge freed from ionization processes by an electron
at a given energy, as shown in Fig. 5 (left). By using
the result of a fit, also shown in the Figure, we can now
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FIG. 5. Left: Energy deposited vs collected charge. Red curve indicates fit used to perform energy calculations from collected
charge. Right: Reconstructed energy vs true electron energy using the charge method for a sample of simulated electrons with
energies between 0 and 5 MeV. Events where the electron was not detectable are excluded.

convert collected charge from the individual hit to de-
posited energy. The total energy in a cluster is the sum
of the deposited energy reconstructed for each individ-
ual hit forming the cluster. To test the efficacy of this
method, we applied it to a sample of GEANT4 simulated
electrons propagating in LAr in the energy range of in-
terest. Figure 5 (right) indicates that it works well. We
find a detection efficiency of 50% and energy resolution
of 24% at 0.5 MeV, and an efficiency of almost 100%
and energy resolution of 14% at 0.8 MeV.

D. Systematic Uncertainties

There are three primary sources of systematic uncer-
tainty associated with hit and energy reconstruction in
this analysis. As the electron lifetime varies between
runs, we expect a variation and uncertainty in the num-
ber of near-threshold hits that are selected as signal. De-
spite having precise measurements of electron lifetime
for all runs, we conservatively account for electron life-
time uncertainties by re-running FLUKA with a ±25%
change in electron lifetimes; the resultant spread in re-
constructed multiplicities and energies is treated as the
systematic uncertainty from this source. A second sys-
tematic uncertainty arises from the choice of a true un-
derlying functional form for the recombination correc-
tion. To account for this uncertainty, we consider recon-
struction of simulated events using the unmodified Box
Model as described in [32]; deviation from the default
selection is treated as an uncertainty contribution from
this source. Finally, there is a 3% error associated with
the utilized calorimetric calibration constants, which are
fully correlated between all runs. Any multiplicity or en-
ergy variation arising from a ±3% shift in thresholds and
reconstructed energies is treated as an uncertainty from
this source. Systematic uncertainties in reconstructed po-
sitions are expected to be small and were not considered

in this analysis.

VI. RESULTS

A. Comparison of Neutrino and Background Datasets

Table II shows a comparison of neutrino and back-
ground datasets. Comparing the different metrics leads
to the conclusion that we have observed a statistically
significant sample of neutrino-induced MeV-scale pho-
tons. Hit and cluster multiplicities are found to be sig-
nificantly higher in the neutrino dataset than in the back-
ground dataset, with 1.30±0.07 and 0.21±0.02 hits per
event, respectively. This difference corresponds to a 15�
statistical excess of signal in the neutrino dataset. The
higher neutrino dataset multiplicity is also accompanied
by a larger per-event signal occupancy (54± 4% in neu-
trino events versus 12 ± 2% in background events) and
total signal energy per event (1.1 MeV in neutrino events
versus 0.19 MeV in background events). This can be
interpreted as evidence of neutrino-induced MeV-scale
energy depositions.

B. Comparison to MC Simulations

A comparison of reconstructed per-event signal multi-
plicity and total signal energy for data and FLUKA MC
simulation are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

In both data and MC, around half of the events have
no signal clusters, as expected based on the small Ar-
goNeuT detector size and the previously-mentioned siz-
able number of predicted product nuclei in the ground-
state. Overall, there is good agreement between data and
FLUKA MC predictions. We find a �2/ndf of 7.81/12
(p-value 0.80) for the total reconstructed energy dis-
tributions, and a �2/ndf = 12.6/6 (p-value 0.05) for
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important component in the quest for new particles beyond the Standard Model (SM) is the search for new
light states, at or below the GeV scale that are very weakly coupled. A particularly simple possibility that realizes
this is the introduction of new particles that carry a small electric charge, so-called millicharged particles (mCPs). In
their simplest form they may be introduced as just that, new particles that violate the quantization of charge seen in
the SM. Millicharged particles can also arise more elegantly in the low energy limit of a theory in which a new dark
photon kinetically mixes with the visible one [? ]. Millicharged particles could make up part of the dark matter in
the Universe [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ] and this possibility has recently attracted attention in the context of the EDGES
21 cm anomaly [? ? ? ].

In this work we propose to search for mCPs in liquid argon (LAr) detectors in neutrino beams. We will show that
ArgoNeuT [? ], one of the first and smallest for such detectors, can already probe new regions of the mCP parameter
space with existing data. Millicharged particles can be produced at any intense fixed target setup via the decay of
mesons or through bremsstrahlung. In particular, they will be produced in the target that is struck by a proton beam
to produce neutrinos. Due to their small charge mCPs will for the most part travel in an approximately straight path
through magnetic fields and shielding traversing through neutrino near detectors.

LAr detectors are well suited to search for these particles. At the microphysical level, high energy millicharged
particles interact with matter similarly to their charged counterparts through soft ionizing collisions, though with
reduced rates. It has recently been shown that LAr detectors are able to resolve the individual mCP collisions down
to a threshold of order an MeV or less [? ]. The mCP signal thus consists of one or more soft hits within the detector
volume. In the case of two of more hits, we will show that signal events will be aligned with the target in which the
mCPs are produced as shown in Figure 1. In contrast, background double hit events will be uniformly distributed in
the detector volume and will only rarely align with the target. We will thus find that searching for two or more hits
that are in line with the production target can be used to e↵ectively reduce the backgrounds and improve the reach.

Laboratory based limits on mCPs have been placed by the milliQ experiment at SLAC [? ]. More recently more
search strategies have been proposed, both in a dedicated experiment at LHC (milliQan) [? ] and other fixed target
setups [? ]. During the preparation of this work, Ref. [? ] has also suggested a search for mCPs in neutrino detectors,
including miniBooNE microBooNE, ICARUS using the booster 8 GeV beam line and with the future DUNE1.

The paper is structured as follows. In section II we will discuss the production of mCPs in the 120 GeV which
primarily proceeds via meson decay and bremsstrahlung for high masses and consider the small e↵ects that matter
have on mCPs en route to the detector. In Section III we describe the interaction of mCPs in liquid Argon and and
consider the signal rate for single and double hit events. In Section IV we discuss the background rates in ArgoNeuT
and estimate the reach of a dedicated analysis with existing data. In section V we discuss some of the opportunities
and challenges of searching for mCPs in larger detectors that are also exposed to more intense beams.

target

target

detector

detector

signal

background

FIG. 1. In a signal double-hit event (top) the line that is defined by the two hits will point to the target whereas in a background

double-hit event (bottom) it generically will not. Going from single-hit to double-hit events can thus lead to an enhanced signal

to background ratio.

1 This work only considered single-hit events. Our work generally agrees with the signal rates in this paper, though we will take a more
conservative approach to backgrounds in LAr and assume uncertainties are systematic in nature. To this end, the use of the multi-hit
signal for suppressing backgrounds will allow for a nearly background free search. In addition, here will consider the use of the existing
120 GeV NuMI beamline with ArgoNeuT.
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FIG. 4. The physics reach in the m�-✏ plane for millicharged particles achievable by the ArgoNeuT experiment with existing
data with 1020 POT. The reach of a single-hit analysis is shown in blue and that of a double-hit analysis, requiring that the two
hits line up with the target, is shown in red. Existing limits from other experiments, including SLAC MilliQ [16] and collider
experiments [26–29], are shown in grey.

have zero hits with the remaining frames containing one or, in rare cases, more hits. Here a hit corresponds to an
energy deposition above the detector threshold around MeV. For our background estimates we will thus assume an
average number of hits of phit ' 0.128 per frame5. Since this number is smaller than unity, it can also be interpreted
approximately as the probability for a hit per frame per ArgoNeuT-sized volume. With this assumption the fraction
of n-hit frames is (pnhit/n!) following from Poisson statistics.

With these assumptions the number of single-hit events in the ArgoNeuT dataset is

N1 hit = Nframes ⇥
X

n

n⇥ exp(�phit)
pnhit
n!

= 4.2 ⇥ 105 . (16)

The number of double-hit events will be a factor of phit/2 smaller. However most double hit events can be rejected due
to mis alignment with the target. Considering the first hit in a double hit event, only a small fraction of the detector
volume, of order (�x �y/�x�y), will be appropriately aligned. Assuming both hits are randomly distributed in the
detector volume the number of the number of double hit events that are aligned with the target will approximately

N2 hit = Nframes ⇥
X

n

✓
n

2

◆
⇥ exp(�phit)

pnhit
n!

= 2.7 ⇥ 104 , (17)

amongst which the number of doublet background aligned to the target are,

Naligned
2 hit = N2 hit ⇥

✓
�x

�x

�y

�y

◆
= 0.24. (18)

To summarize, in going from single to double hit events the signal rate for the ✏ = 3⇥ 10�3 benchmark has decreased
by a factor of L/� ⇠ 10�4 while the background rate has dropped by ⇠ 10�6, mostly due to the high spatial resolution
in liquid argon.

To estimate the sensitivity of this search strategy we plot in Figure 4 the expected limit ArgoNeuT can place
on the mCP parameter space. We consider both single and double-hit limits. For the single-hit limit (blue), we
require that the number of signal events does not exceed the number of single-hit events seen by ArgoNeuT, shown

5 Assuming the background hits are independent, the average number of hit follows a Poisson distribution. Given that 88% of empty
frames has zero hits, phit = � log(0.88) ' 0.128. The probability for these empty frames to have one, two or three hits are hence, 11.2%,
0.7%, 0.03%, which can be used to validate if the background assumption in a calibration process.
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FIG. 5. The reach in the m�-✏ plane for millicharged particles for various analyses in the DUNE ND with our projection for
3 ⇥ 1022 POT. For every analysis a band is shown which spans our two benchmark assumptions for the backgrounds: scaling
only with detector volume of scaling (low BG) also with beam intensity (high BG). Top: the sensitivity of a systematically
limited single-hit analysis is shown in blue. Bottom: The sensitivity of double-hit analyses, requiring the two hits align with
the target. A systematically limited search is shown in orange. A statistically limited search (making use of the angular
distribution) is shown in purple. A statistically limited search with the occupancy reduced by light collection and timing is
shown in red. Existing limits from other experiments, including SLAC MilliQ [16] and collider experiments [26–29], are shown
in grey for both panels. The projections of 95% C.L. exclusion limit from the proposed milliQan experiment at the LHC with
3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity is shown in gray dashed curve [17]. a

a The milliQan experimental results might be further improved by the inclusion of the QCD production of the millicharged particles,
which are the dominant production modes for low mCP masses.

nanosecond [20]. If every soft hit can be associated with a particular time, it is possible to reduce backgrounds
further by requiring the two hits to be nearly simultaneous. This method e↵ectively amounts to increasing the
e↵ective number of frames into which the events are distributed, and thus the corresponding occupancy is lower.
In the solid red band in Figure 5 we show the sensitivity assuming the e↵ective number of frames is a factor of
100 larger by associated the precision timing information of the hits. Here we also assume the limit is set by
statistical uncertainties using angular sidebands as in the previous case.

The inputs that go into our sensitivity bands are listed in Table II for the ArgoNeuT reference and the DUNE
ND background benchmarks, as well as for the various analyses. To summarize the prospects for DUNE ND, the
double-hit signal has significant potential to go beyond the expected ArgoNeuT limit. The double hit background can
be reduced and modeled using a data-driven method by studying the sideband, improving the results significantly,
as shown in the purple band of Figure 5. Furthermore, as discussed above, the inclusion of the timing information
can further improve the results as shown in the red band. Up the lower edge of the red band, the timed double hit
background is of order 10 events, almost reaching a background-free search. We conclude that larger LAr detectors,
particularly the DUNE ND, have a bright prospect of further searching for mCPs beyond the ArgoNeuT search.
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A0⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="PF5u0shNoytuzsGJ2YUtSnjXsqY=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UUF2FSNW12VTcuKxhbaGOZTCft0MmDmYlQQn/BjQsVt36RO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe4yecSYXQh1FYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7tzJOBaEuiXks2j6WlLOIuoopTtuJoDj0OW35o8vcb91TIVkc3ahxQr0QDyIWMIJVLp0f3h33yhVkWlXbrp5AZNpOre7YmiDbsc/q0DLRFBUwR7NXfu/2Y5KGNFKEYyk7FkqUl2GhGOF0UuqmkiaYjPCAdjSNcEill01vncADrfRhEAtdkYJT9ftEhkMpx6GvO0OshvK3l4t/eZ1UBXUvY1GSKhqR2aIg5VDFMH8c9pmgRPGxJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrHU9IhfH0K/ydu1XRMdH1aaVzM0yiCPbAPjoAFaqABrkATuICAIXgAT+DZCI1H48V4nbUWjPnMLvgB4+0TCEGNyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PF5u0shNoytuzsGJ2YUtSnjXsqY=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UUF2FSNW12VTcuKxhbaGOZTCft0MmDmYlQQn/BjQsVt36RO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe4yecSYXQh1FYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7tzJOBaEuiXks2j6WlLOIuoopTtuJoDj0OW35o8vcb91TIVkc3ahxQr0QDyIWMIJVLp0f3h33yhVkWlXbrp5AZNpOre7YmiDbsc/q0DLRFBUwR7NXfu/2Y5KGNFKEYyk7FkqUl2GhGOF0UuqmkiaYjPCAdjSNcEill01vncADrfRhEAtdkYJT9ftEhkMpx6GvO0OshvK3l4t/eZ1UBXUvY1GSKhqR2aIg5VDFMH8c9pmgRPGxJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrHU9IhfH0K/ydu1XRMdH1aaVzM0yiCPbAPjoAFaqABrkATuICAIXgAT+DZCI1H48V4nbUWjPnMLvgB4+0TCEGNyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PF5u0shNoytuzsGJ2YUtSnjXsqY=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UUF2FSNW12VTcuKxhbaGOZTCft0MmDmYlQQn/BjQsVt36RO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe4yecSYXQh1FYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7tzJOBaEuiXks2j6WlLOIuoopTtuJoDj0OW35o8vcb91TIVkc3ahxQr0QDyIWMIJVLp0f3h33yhVkWlXbrp5AZNpOre7YmiDbsc/q0DLRFBUwR7NXfu/2Y5KGNFKEYyk7FkqUl2GhGOF0UuqmkiaYjPCAdjSNcEill01vncADrfRhEAtdkYJT9ftEhkMpx6GvO0OshvK3l4t/eZ1UBXUvY1GSKhqR2aIg5VDFMH8c9pmgRPGxJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrHU9IhfH0K/ydu1XRMdH1aaVzM0yiCPbAPjoAFaqABrkATuICAIXgAT+DZCI1H48V4nbUWjPnMLvgB4+0TCEGNyA==</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="VNOLMmk11Nk4YovNtEk1FRQe8Ac=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIltA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odg6GcSRpaZjltp5qCiDltxaPbqd96otowJR/sOKWRgIFkCSNgndTsDkAI6FWqfs2fAS+ToCBVVKDRq3x1+4pkgkpLOBjTCfzURjloywink3I3MzQFMoIB7TgqQVAT5bNrJ/jUKX2cKO1KWjxTf0/kIIwZi9h1CrBDs+hNxf+8TmaTqyhnMs0slWS+KMk4tgpPX8d9pimxfOwIEM3crZgMQQOxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe165p/f1Gt3xRplNAxOkFnKECXqI7uUAOFiKBH9Ixe0ZunvBfv3fuYt654xcwR+gPv8wfzBI7o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNOLMmk11Nk4YovNtEk1FRQe8Ac=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIltA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odg6GcSRpaZjltp5qCiDltxaPbqd96otowJR/sOKWRgIFkCSNgndTsDkAI6FWqfs2fAS+ToCBVVKDRq3x1+4pkgkpLOBjTCfzURjloywink3I3MzQFMoIB7TgqQVAT5bNrJ/jUKX2cKO1KWjxTf0/kIIwZi9h1CrBDs+hNxf+8TmaTqyhnMs0slWS+KMk4tgpPX8d9pimxfOwIEM3crZgMQQOxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe165p/f1Gt3xRplNAxOkFnKECXqI7uUAOFiKBH9Ixe0ZunvBfv3fuYt654xcwR+gPv8wfzBI7o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNOLMmk11Nk4YovNtEk1FRQe8Ac=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIltA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odg6GcSRpaZjltp5qCiDltxaPbqd96otowJR/sOKWRgIFkCSNgndTsDkAI6FWqfs2fAS+ToCBVVKDRq3x1+4pkgkpLOBjTCfzURjloywink3I3MzQFMoIB7TgqQVAT5bNrJ/jUKX2cKO1KWjxTf0/kIIwZi9h1CrBDs+hNxf+8TmaTqyhnMs0slWS+KMk4tgpPX8d9pimxfOwIEM3crZgMQQOxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe165p/f1Gt3xRplNAxOkFnKECXqI7uUAOFiKBH9Ixe0ZunvBfv3fuYt654xcwR+gPv8wfzBI7o</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit>

�̄
<latexit sha1_base64="0p/xhwtC1DuAKrwsfIpCRdrcOVM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQplsN+3SzSbd3Qgl9E948aDi1d/jzX/j9gPR1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x886CRTlHk0EYlqhaiZ4JJ5hhvBWqliGIeCNcPBzcRvPjKleSLvzShlQYw9ySNO0Vip5YeofNrnnXLFrbpTkB9SWyQVmKPRKX/63YRmMZOGCtS6XXNTE+SoDKeCjUt+plmKdIA91rZUYsx0kE/vHZMTq3RJlChb0pCp+nsix1jrURzazhhNXy96E/E/r52Z6DLIuUwzwySdLYoyQUxCJs+TLleMGjGyBKni9lZC+6iQGhtRyYaw9PIy8c6qV1X37rxSv56nUYQjOIZTqMEF1OEWGuABBQFP8AKvztB5dt6c91lrwZnPHMIfOB/faJ6Pvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0p/xhwtC1DuAKrwsfIpCRdrcOVM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQplsN+3SzSbd3Qgl9E948aDi1d/jzX/j9gPR1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x886CRTlHk0EYlqhaiZ4JJ5hhvBWqliGIeCNcPBzcRvPjKleSLvzShlQYw9ySNO0Vip5YeofNrnnXLFrbpTkB9SWyQVmKPRKX/63YRmMZOGCtS6XXNTE+SoDKeCjUt+plmKdIA91rZUYsx0kE/vHZMTq3RJlChb0pCp+nsix1jrURzazhhNXy96E/E/r52Z6DLIuUwzwySdLYoyQUxCJs+TLleMGjGyBKni9lZC+6iQGhtRyYaw9PIy8c6qV1X37rxSv56nUYQjOIZTqMEF1OEWGuABBQFP8AKvztB5dt6c91lrwZnPHMIfOB/faJ6Pvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0p/xhwtC1DuAKrwsfIpCRdrcOVM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQplsN+3SzSbd3Qgl9E948aDi1d/jzX/j9gPR1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x886CRTlHk0EYlqhaiZ4JJ5hhvBWqliGIeCNcPBzcRvPjKleSLvzShlQYw9ySNO0Vip5YeofNrnnXLFrbpTkB9SWyQVmKPRKX/63YRmMZOGCtS6XXNTE+SoDKeCjUt+plmKdIA91rZUYsx0kE/vHZMTq3RJlChb0pCp+nsix1jrURzazhhNXy96E/E/r52Z6DLIuUwzwySdLYoyQUxCJs+TLleMGjGyBKni9lZC+6iQGhtRyYaw9PIy8c6qV1X37rxSv56nUYQjOIZTqMEF1OEWGuABBQFP8AKvztB5dt6c91lrwZnPHMIfOB/faJ6Pvw==</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="35AhcGyCls1bwmtZJNqtyAP5y+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9BLx4juCaQLGF2MpsdMo9lZlYIS37BiwcVr36RN//G2SSIJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v6XV1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPRmWa0IAornQnwoZyJmlgmeW0k2qKRcRpOxrdFH77kWrDlLy345SGAg8lixnBtpB6JGH9as2v+1OgH9JYJDWYo9WvfvYGimSCSks4Nqbb8FMb5lhbRjidVHqZoSkmIzykXUclFtSE+fTWCTpxygDFSruSFk3V3xM5FsaMReQ6BbaJWfQK8T+vm9n4MsyZTDNLJZktijOOrELF42jANCWWjx3BRDN3KyIJ1phYF0/FhbD08jIJzupXdf/uvNa8nqdRhiM4hlNowAU04RZaEACBBJ7gBV494T17b977rLXkzWcO4Q+8j29uEY4G</latexit>

A0⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="PF5u0shNoytuzsGJ2YUtSnjXsqY=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UUF2FSNW12VTcuKxhbaGOZTCft0MmDmYlQQn/BjQsVt36RO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe4yecSYXQh1FYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7tzJOBaEuiXks2j6WlLOIuoopTtuJoDj0OW35o8vcb91TIVkc3ahxQr0QDyIWMIJVLp0f3h33yhVkWlXbrp5AZNpOre7YmiDbsc/q0DLRFBUwR7NXfu/2Y5KGNFKEYyk7FkqUl2GhGOF0UuqmkiaYjPCAdjSNcEill01vncADrfRhEAtdkYJT9ftEhkMpx6GvO0OshvK3l4t/eZ1UBXUvY1GSKhqR2aIg5VDFMH8c9pmgRPGxJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrHU9IhfH0K/ydu1XRMdH1aaVzM0yiCPbAPjoAFaqABrkATuICAIXgAT+DZCI1H48V4nbUWjPnMLvgB4+0TCEGNyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PF5u0shNoytuzsGJ2YUtSnjXsqY=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UUF2FSNW12VTcuKxhbaGOZTCft0MmDmYlQQn/BjQsVt36RO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe4yecSYXQh1FYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7tzJOBaEuiXks2j6WlLOIuoopTtuJoDj0OW35o8vcb91TIVkc3ahxQr0QDyIWMIJVLp0f3h33yhVkWlXbrp5AZNpOre7YmiDbsc/q0DLRFBUwR7NXfu/2Y5KGNFKEYyk7FkqUl2GhGOF0UuqmkiaYjPCAdjSNcEill01vncADrfRhEAtdkYJT9ftEhkMpx6GvO0OshvK3l4t/eZ1UBXUvY1GSKhqR2aIg5VDFMH8c9pmgRPGxJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrHU9IhfH0K/ydu1XRMdH1aaVzM0yiCPbAPjoAFaqABrkATuICAIXgAT+DZCI1H48V4nbUWjPnMLvgB4+0TCEGNyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PF5u0shNoytuzsGJ2YUtSnjXsqY=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UUF2FSNW12VTcuKxhbaGOZTCft0MmDmYlQQn/BjQsVt36RO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe4yecSYXQh1FYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7tzJOBaEuiXks2j6WlLOIuoopTtuJoDj0OW35o8vcb91TIVkc3ahxQr0QDyIWMIJVLp0f3h33yhVkWlXbrp5AZNpOre7YmiDbsc/q0DLRFBUwR7NXfu/2Y5KGNFKEYyk7FkqUl2GhGOF0UuqmkiaYjPCAdjSNcEill01vncADrfRhEAtdkYJT9ftEhkMpx6GvO0OshvK3l4t/eZ1UBXUvY1GSKhqR2aIg5VDFMH8c9pmgRPGxJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrHU9IhfH0K/ydu1XRMdH1aaVzM0yiCPbAPjoAFaqABrkATuICAIXgAT+DZCI1H48V4nbUWjPnMLvgB4+0TCEGNyA==</latexit>

A0
<latexit sha1_base64="Ykxb1xAbd1eqMVvQXRbw2GoOIj0=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuwqRq2uyqblxWMbbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9A/cuFBx6ye582+cPgQVPXDhcM693HtPmHKmNEIf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tm9U0kmCfVJwhPZCrGinAnqa6Y5baWS4jjktBkOLyd+855KxRJxq0cpDWLcFyxiBGsj3ZwfdUtlZDsV162cQGS7XrXmuYYg13PPatCx0RRlMEejW3rv9BKSxVRowrFSbQelOsix1IxwOi52MkVTTIa4T9uGChxTFeTTS8fw0Cg9GCXSlNBwqn6fyHGs1CgOTWeM9UD99ibiX14701EtyJlIM00FmS2KMg51Aidvwx6TlGg+MgQTycytkAywxESbcIomhK9P4f/Er9ieja5Py/WLeRoFsA8OwDFwQBXUwRVoAB8QEIEH8ASeraH1aL1Yr7PWBWs+swd+wHr7BO+RjSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ykxb1xAbd1eqMVvQXRbw2GoOIj0=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuwqRq2uyqblxWMbbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9A/cuFBx6ye582+cPgQVPXDhcM693HtPmHKmNEIf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tm9U0kmCfVJwhPZCrGinAnqa6Y5baWS4jjktBkOLyd+855KxRJxq0cpDWLcFyxiBGsj3ZwfdUtlZDsV162cQGS7XrXmuYYg13PPatCx0RRlMEejW3rv9BKSxVRowrFSbQelOsix1IxwOi52MkVTTIa4T9uGChxTFeTTS8fw0Cg9GCXSlNBwqn6fyHGs1CgOTWeM9UD99ibiX14701EtyJlIM00FmS2KMg51Aidvwx6TlGg+MgQTycytkAywxESbcIomhK9P4f/Er9ieja5Py/WLeRoFsA8OwDFwQBXUwRVoAB8QEIEH8ASeraH1aL1Yr7PWBWs+swd+wHr7BO+RjSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ykxb1xAbd1eqMVvQXRbw2GoOIj0=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuwqRq2uyqblxWMbbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9A/cuFBx6ye582+cPgQVPXDhcM693HtPmHKmNEIf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tm9U0kmCfVJwhPZCrGinAnqa6Y5baWS4jjktBkOLyd+855KxRJxq0cpDWLcFyxiBGsj3ZwfdUtlZDsV162cQGS7XrXmuYYg13PPatCx0RRlMEejW3rv9BKSxVRowrFSbQelOsix1IxwOi52MkVTTIa4T9uGChxTFeTTS8fw0Cg9GCXSlNBwqn6fyHGs1CgOTWeM9UD99ibiX14701EtyJlIM00FmS2KMg51Aidvwx6TlGg+MgQTycytkAywxESbcIomhK9P4f/Er9ieja5Py/WLeRoFsA8OwDFwQBXUwRVoAB8QEIEH8ASeraH1aL1Yr7PWBWs+swd+wHr7BO+RjSw=</latexit>

e�
<latexit sha1_base64="eS2LtIJXQn7LP4Kg2TcklegVLIo=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCRgHoLevEY0TWBZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhCWf4MWDilf/yJt/4+QhxFdBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+OLmFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq+NUMfRYLGLVDKhGwSV6hhuBzUQhjQKBjWBwMfYb96g0j+WNGSboR7QnecgZNVa6xrujTrFUKbsTEPcX+bJKMEO9U3xvd2OWRigNE1TrVsVNjJ9RZTgTOCq0U40JZQPaw5alkkao/Wxy6ogcWKVLwljZkoZM1PmJjEZaD6PAdkbU9PVPbyz+5bVSE576GZdJalCy6aIwFcTEZPw36XKFzIihJZQpbm8lrE8VZcamU5gP4X/iHZfPyu5VtVQ7n6WRhz3Yh0OowAnU4BLq4AGDHjzAEzw7wnl0XpzXaWvOmc3swjc4b59WM41c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eS2LtIJXQn7LP4Kg2TcklegVLIo=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCRgHoLevEY0TWBZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhCWf4MWDilf/yJt/4+QhxFdBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+OLmFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq+NUMfRYLGLVDKhGwSV6hhuBzUQhjQKBjWBwMfYb96g0j+WNGSboR7QnecgZNVa6xrujTrFUKbsTEPcX+bJKMEO9U3xvd2OWRigNE1TrVsVNjJ9RZTgTOCq0U40JZQPaw5alkkao/Wxy6ogcWKVLwljZkoZM1PmJjEZaD6PAdkbU9PVPbyz+5bVSE576GZdJalCy6aIwFcTEZPw36XKFzIihJZQpbm8lrE8VZcamU5gP4X/iHZfPyu5VtVQ7n6WRhz3Yh0OowAnU4BLq4AGDHjzAEzw7wnl0XpzXaWvOmc3swjc4b59WM41c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eS2LtIJXQn7LP4Kg2TcklegVLIo=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCRgHoLevEY0TWBZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhCWf4MWDilf/yJt/4+QhxFdBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+OLmFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq+NUMfRYLGLVDKhGwSV6hhuBzUQhjQKBjWBwMfYb96g0j+WNGSboR7QnecgZNVa6xrujTrFUKbsTEPcX+bJKMEO9U3xvd2OWRigNE1TrVsVNjJ9RZTgTOCq0U40JZQPaw5alkkao/Wxy6ogcWKVLwljZkoZM1PmJjEZaD6PAdkbU9PVPbyz+5bVSE576GZdJalCy6aIwFcTEZPw36XKFzIihJZQpbm8lrE8VZcamU5gP4X/iHZfPyu5VtVQ7n6WRhz3Yh0OowAnU4BLq4AGDHjzAEzw7wnl0XpzXaWvOmc3swjc4b59WM41c</latexit>

e+
<latexit sha1_base64="x8GRq/un8r5F95Dm3AzCp310aMU=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGEjAfUW9OIxomsCyRpmJ73JkNnZZWZWCEs+wYsHFa/+kTf/xslDiK+ChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9cHILi0vLK/nVwtr6xuZWcXvnVsepYuixWMSqGVCNgkv0DDcCm4lCGgUCG8HgYuw37lFpHssbM0zQj2hP8pAzaqx0jXdHnWKpUnYnIO4v8mWVYIZ6p/je7sYsjVAaJqjWrYqbGD+jynAmcFRopxoTyga0hy1LJY1Q+9nk1BE5sEqXhLGyJQ2ZqPMTGY20HkaB7Yyo6euf3lj8y2ulJjz1My6T1KBk00VhKoiJyfhv0uUKmRFDSyhT3N5KWJ8qyoxNpzAfwv/EOy6fld2raql2PksjD3uwD4dQgROowSXUwQMGPXiAJ3h2hPPovDiv09acM5vZhW9w3j4BUy2NWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x8GRq/un8r5F95Dm3AzCp310aMU=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGEjAfUW9OIxomsCyRpmJ73JkNnZZWZWCEs+wYsHFa/+kTf/xslDiK+ChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9cHILi0vLK/nVwtr6xuZWcXvnVsepYuixWMSqGVCNgkv0DDcCm4lCGgUCG8HgYuw37lFpHssbM0zQj2hP8pAzaqx0jXdHnWKpUnYnIO4v8mWVYIZ6p/je7sYsjVAaJqjWrYqbGD+jynAmcFRopxoTyga0hy1LJY1Q+9nk1BE5sEqXhLGyJQ2ZqPMTGY20HkaB7Yyo6euf3lj8y2ulJjz1My6T1KBk00VhKoiJyfhv0uUKmRFDSyhT3N5KWJ8qyoxNpzAfwv/EOy6fld2raql2PksjD3uwD4dQgROowSXUwQMGPXiAJ3h2hPPovDiv09acM5vZhW9w3j4BUy2NWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x8GRq/un8r5F95Dm3AzCp310aMU=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGEjAfUW9OIxomsCyRpmJ73JkNnZZWZWCEs+wYsHFa/+kTf/xslDiK+ChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9cHILi0vLK/nVwtr6xuZWcXvnVsepYuixWMSqGVCNgkv0DDcCm4lCGgUCG8HgYuw37lFpHssbM0zQj2hP8pAzaqx0jXdHnWKpUnYnIO4v8mWVYIZ6p/je7sYsjVAaJqjWrYqbGD+jynAmcFRopxoTyga0hy1LJY1Q+9nk1BE5sEqXhLGyJQ2ZqPMTGY20HkaB7Yyo6euf3lj8y2ulJjz1My6T1KBk00VhKoiJyfhv0uUKmRFDSyhT3N5KWJ8qyoxNpzAfwv/EOy6fld2raql2PksjD3uwD4dQgROowSXUwQMGPXiAJ3h2hPPovDiv09acM5vZhW9w3j4BUy2NWg==</latexit>

Ar
<latexit sha1_base64="Lppey50Sn1vG/Fwqi6nS/nH9b3g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9RLx4juEkgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwcVr36QN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWa0IAornQ7woZyJmlgmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTv3WE9WGKflgxwkNBR5IFjOCrZOaXS3Qte6VK37VnwEtk1pOKpCj0St/dfuKpIJKSzg2plPzExtmWFtGOJ2UuqmhCSYjPKAdRyUW1ITZ7NoJOnFKH8VKu5IWzdTfExkWxoxF5DoFtkOz6E3F/7xOauPLMGMySS2VZL4oTjmyCk1fR32mKbF87AgmmrlbERlijYl1AZVcCLXFl5dJcFa9qvr355X6TZ5GEY7gGE6hBhdQhztoQAAEHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFsLXj5zCH/gff4AeBuOlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lppey50Sn1vG/Fwqi6nS/nH9b3g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9RLx4juEkgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwcVr36QN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWa0IAornQ7woZyJmlgmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTv3WE9WGKflgxwkNBR5IFjOCrZOaXS3Qte6VK37VnwEtk1pOKpCj0St/dfuKpIJKSzg2plPzExtmWFtGOJ2UuqmhCSYjPKAdRyUW1ITZ7NoJOnFKH8VKu5IWzdTfExkWxoxF5DoFtkOz6E3F/7xOauPLMGMySS2VZL4oTjmyCk1fR32mKbF87AgmmrlbERlijYl1AZVcCLXFl5dJcFa9qvr355X6TZ5GEY7gGE6hBhdQhztoQAAEHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFsLXj5zCH/gff4AeBuOlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lppey50Sn1vG/Fwqi6nS/nH9b3g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9RLx4juEkgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwcVr36QN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWa0IAornQ7woZyJmlgmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTv3WE9WGKflgxwkNBR5IFjOCrZOaXS3Qte6VK37VnwEtk1pOKpCj0St/dfuKpIJKSzg2plPzExtmWFtGOJ2UuqmhCSYjPKAdRyUW1ITZ7NoJOnFKH8VKu5IWzdTfExkWxoxF5DoFtkOz6E3F/7xOauPLMGMySS2VZL4oTjmyCk1fR32mKbF87AgmmrlbERlijYl1AZVcCLXFl5dJcFa9qvr355X6TZ5GEY7gGE6hBhdQhztoQAAEHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFsLXj5zCH/gff4AeBuOlw==</latexit>

Ar
<latexit sha1_base64="Lppey50Sn1vG/Fwqi6nS/nH9b3g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9RLx4juEkgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwcVr36QN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWa0IAornQ7woZyJmlgmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTv3WE9WGKflgxwkNBR5IFjOCrZOaXS3Qte6VK37VnwEtk1pOKpCj0St/dfuKpIJKSzg2plPzExtmWFtGOJ2UuqmhCSYjPKAdRyUW1ITZ7NoJOnFKH8VKu5IWzdTfExkWxoxF5DoFtkOz6E3F/7xOauPLMGMySS2VZL4oTjmyCk1fR32mKbF87AgmmrlbERlijYl1AZVcCLXFl5dJcFa9qvr355X6TZ5GEY7gGE6hBhdQhztoQAAEHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFsLXj5zCH/gff4AeBuOlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lppey50Sn1vG/Fwqi6nS/nH9b3g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9RLx4juEkgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwcVr36QN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWa0IAornQ7woZyJmlgmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTv3WE9WGKflgxwkNBR5IFjOCrZOaXS3Qte6VK37VnwEtk1pOKpCj0St/dfuKpIJKSzg2plPzExtmWFtGOJ2UuqmhCSYjPKAdRyUW1ITZ7NoJOnFKH8VKu5IWzdTfExkWxoxF5DoFtkOz6E3F/7xOauPLMGMySS2VZL4oTjmyCk1fR32mKbF87AgmmrlbERlijYl1AZVcCLXFl5dJcFa9qvr355X6TZ5GEY7gGE6hBhdQhztoQAAEHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFsLXj5zCH/gff4AeBuOlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lppey50Sn1vG/Fwqi6nS/nH9b3g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWxEUG9RLx4juEkgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwcVr36QN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWa0IAornQ7woZyJmlgmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTv3WE9WGKflgxwkNBR5IFjOCrZOaXS3Qte6VK37VnwEtk1pOKpCj0St/dfuKpIJKSzg2plPzExtmWFtGOJ2UuqmhCSYjPKAdRyUW1ITZ7NoJOnFKH8VKu5IWzdTfExkWxoxF5DoFtkOz6E3F/7xOauPLMGMySS2VZL4oTjmyCk1fR32mKbF87AgmmrlbERlijYl1AZVcCLXFl5dJcFa9qvr355X6TZ5GEY7gGE6hBhdQhztoQAAEHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFsLXj5zCH/gff4AeBuOlw==</latexit>

gD
<latexit sha1_base64="PSc/9tTm+icCBnyNJx2+hTzn3Og=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FPXisaGyhDWWznaRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+OaWl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurv3oJNMMfRYIhLVCahGwSV6hhuBnVQhjQOB7WB0NfXbj6g0T+S9GafoxzSSPOSMGivdRf3rfrXm1t0ZyF/SKEgNCrT61c/eIGFZjNIwQbXuNtzU+DlVhjOBk0ov05hSNqIRdi2VNEbt57NTJ+TIKgMSJsqWNGSm/pzIaaz1OA5sZ0zNUC96U/E/r5uZ8NzPuUwzg5LNF4WZICYh07/JgCtkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadig2hsfjyX+Kd1C/q7u1prXlZpFGGAziEY2jAGTThBlrgAYMInuAFXh3hPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HN3wHjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PSc/9tTm+icCBnyNJx2+hTzn3Og=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FPXisaGyhDWWznaRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+OaWl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurv3oJNMMfRYIhLVCahGwSV6hhuBnVQhjQOB7WB0NfXbj6g0T+S9GafoxzSSPOSMGivdRf3rfrXm1t0ZyF/SKEgNCrT61c/eIGFZjNIwQbXuNtzU+DlVhjOBk0ov05hSNqIRdi2VNEbt57NTJ+TIKgMSJsqWNGSm/pzIaaz1OA5sZ0zNUC96U/E/r5uZ8NzPuUwzg5LNF4WZICYh07/JgCtkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadig2hsfjyX+Kd1C/q7u1prXlZpFGGAziEY2jAGTThBlrgAYMInuAFXh3hPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HN3wHjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PSc/9tTm+icCBnyNJx2+hTzn3Og=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FPXisaGyhDWWznaRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+OaWl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurv3oJNMMfRYIhLVCahGwSV6hhuBnVQhjQOB7WB0NfXbj6g0T+S9GafoxzSSPOSMGivdRf3rfrXm1t0ZyF/SKEgNCrT61c/eIGFZjNIwQbXuNtzU+DlVhjOBk0ov05hSNqIRdi2VNEbt57NTJ+TIKgMSJsqWNGSm/pzIaaz1OA5sZ0zNUC96U/E/r5uZ8NzPuUwzg5LNF4WZICYh07/JgCtkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadig2hsfjyX+Kd1C/q7u1prXlZpFGGAziEY2jAGTThBlrgAYMInuAFXh3hPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HN3wHjXU=</latexit>

gD
<latexit sha1_base64="PSc/9tTm+icCBnyNJx2+hTzn3Og=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FPXisaGyhDWWznaRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+OaWl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurv3oJNMMfRYIhLVCahGwSV6hhuBnVQhjQOB7WB0NfXbj6g0T+S9GafoxzSSPOSMGivdRf3rfrXm1t0ZyF/SKEgNCrT61c/eIGFZjNIwQbXuNtzU+DlVhjOBk0ov05hSNqIRdi2VNEbt57NTJ+TIKgMSJsqWNGSm/pzIaaz1OA5sZ0zNUC96U/E/r5uZ8NzPuUwzg5LNF4WZICYh07/JgCtkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadig2hsfjyX+Kd1C/q7u1prXlZpFGGAziEY2jAGTThBlrgAYMInuAFXh3hPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HN3wHjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PSc/9tTm+icCBnyNJx2+hTzn3Og=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FPXisaGyhDWWznaRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+OaWl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurv3oJNMMfRYIhLVCahGwSV6hhuBnVQhjQOB7WB0NfXbj6g0T+S9GafoxzSSPOSMGivdRf3rfrXm1t0ZyF/SKEgNCrT61c/eIGFZjNIwQbXuNtzU+DlVhjOBk0ov05hSNqIRdi2VNEbt57NTJ+TIKgMSJsqWNGSm/pzIaaz1OA5sZ0zNUC96U/E/r5uZ8NzPuUwzg5LNF4WZICYh07/JgCtkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadig2hsfjyX+Kd1C/q7u1prXlZpFGGAziEY2jAGTThBlrgAYMInuAFXh3hPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HN3wHjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PSc/9tTm+icCBnyNJx2+hTzn3Og=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FPXisaGyhDWWznaRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+OaWl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurv3oJNMMfRYIhLVCahGwSV6hhuBnVQhjQOB7WB0NfXbj6g0T+S9GafoxzSSPOSMGivdRf3rfrXm1t0ZyF/SKEgNCrT61c/eIGFZjNIwQbXuNtzU+DlVhjOBk0ov05hSNqIRdi2VNEbt57NTJ+TIKgMSJsqWNGSm/pzIaaz1OA5sZ0zNUC96U/E/r5uZ8NzPuUwzg5LNF4WZICYh07/JgCtkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadig2hsfjyX+Kd1C/q7u1prXlZpFGGAziEY2jAGTThBlrgAYMInuAFXh3hPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HN3wHjXU=</latexit>

gD
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FIG. 1. Dark trident production in the benchmark dark sector model, described in the text. Protons on target produce mesons
whose decays produce pairs of dark matter particles, � and �̄. Some of the dark matter particles will reach the detector (not
to scale) and will scatter with the argon nuclei that fill the detector. The scattering event can lead to the emission of one (or
several) dark photon(s) A0, which decays to a pair of charged leptons (electrons in the case of the figure).

associated to equally light mediators (see e.g. [16, 17]).⇤ We consider the simplest such model, described in detail
in Section II. The dark matter particle is a standard model singlet charged under a new U(1)D gauge interaction.
None of the standard model particles are charged under U(1)D but, assuming the U(1)D symmetry is broken, kinetic
mixing allows the new gauge boson – the dark photon – to interact with charged standard model particles.

In this scenario,† it is possible to produce dark photons in the near detectors of neutrino beam experiments and
have the dark photon decay predominantly and promptly into a lepton–antilepton pair, as depicted in Figure 1. First,
a dark matter particle � is produced at the target. It is very long-lived and weakly interacting so it easily finds its
way to the detector unperturbed, regardless of how far away it is. Second, the dark photon A0 is produced on-shell
by in the collision of a dark matter particle with a nucleus. The dark photon decays promptly in the detector. The
relevance of the dark trident channel depends dramatically on the parameters of the model. First, the branching ratio
of the dark photon into leptons must be large. This can only be achieved if the decay of the dark photon into dark
sector particles, including the dark matter particle, is forbidden, i.e., mA0 < 2m�. Second, the probability of emitting
a dark photon during � scattering must be large. This requires the dark coupling constant to be large or the dark
photon mass to be very small. Third, the dark matter production rate should not be too small. Here, the condition
mA0 < 2m� is a hindrance as it implies that dark matter production involves o↵-shell dark photon intermediate states.
The literature reveals [23, 24] that it is possible to produce enough dark matter particles when the dark photons are
o↵-shell, an issue we discuss in detail in Sec. III. Previous studies considered only leading-order dark-matter–nucleus
scattering as the detection signal. One narrow interpretation of our contribution is that we are exploring the benefits
of the rarer, but much more distinct, detection signal in the region of parameter space where dark matter production
is suppressed.

The dark trident signal provides ample experimental handles. In the remainder of this manuscript, we study the
phenomenology of the signal and show that, for our benchmark dark matter model, o↵-axis liquid argon detectors,
including the ones currently running or under construction at Fermilab, have improved sensitivity because neutrino
backgrounds can be suppressed [5]. The kinematics of dark trident events, including angular distributions, invariant
mass, as well as particle identification will be useful in further suppressing backgrounds.

II. A BENCHMARK MODEL

We consider the model where a fermionic dark matter particle � with mass M� interacts with those in the standard
model through a massive dark photon A0 with mass MA0 and its kinetic mixing with the photon. The Lagrangian

⇤ Dark matter models with light mediators have also been proposed in other contexts [18–20].
† This type of signal is not endemic to dark matter models. Frameworks in which a heavy sterile neutrino is produced in neutrino beams
and then proceeds to decay to a dark photon have been recently proposed to explain the MiniBooNE low energy excess [21, 22]. These
also lead to similar phenomenology.
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Signal	process:	νμ+N→μ++N'+φ,	characterized	by:

• Missing	transverse	momentum	pT

• “Wrong-sign”	outgoing	muon

SM	background:	normal	charged-current	processes,	νμ+N→μ-+N'	
and	νμ+N→μ++N',	with	final	momenta	mis-measured.
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Charge	idenDficaDons:

• High	pressure	gas	TPC	is	planned	

to	be	magneDzed.

• LArTPC:	stopped	μ+	always	decays	
producing	Michel	electrons,	μ-	has	
∼75%	chance	of	being	captured.
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The article is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss neutrino mass generation
and its consequences for heavy neutrinos in the mass range of interest. In Section 3 and Sec-
tion 4, we present the nearly-sterile neutrino decay and production rates accounting for both
Majorana/(pseudo-)Dirac states and fully incorporating helicity effects and distributional
information about the final-state observables. In Section 5, we turn to DUNE ND, describ-
ing our assumptions about the experimental apparatus, our neutrino flux modelling, includ-
ing a ⌫⌧/⌫⌧ simulation, the expected signal and the impact of backgrounds. In Section 6,
we quantify the sensitivity of DUNE ND to decays of heavy neutrino and, in Section 7,
its ability to constrain the parameter space of low-scale seesaw models. Our concluding
remarks are made in Section 8.

2 Heavy neutrinos in seesaw models

The lightness of the observed neutrino masses can be explained in a range of different
scenarios. New SM-gauge singlet fermions are a feature common to many of them. The most
general lagrangian including a set of right-chiral gauge singlets {Ni} is given by

LSM+N = LSM + iN i/@Ni + Y↵iL↵
eHNi +

1

2
(MR)ijN c

iNj + h.c. , (2.1)

with LSM denoting the SM lagrangian and the other symbols taking their conventional
meaning. Without loss of generality, MR can be chosen to be diagonal. After electroweak
symmetry breaking, a Dirac mass emerges for which we will use the notation mD ⌘ vY/

p
2.

This term appears, for instance, in the famous Type I seesaw mechanism [77–80]. Majorana
masses for the light neutrinos arise and are given by

m⌫ = �mDM
�1
R m

T
D +O

⇣⇥
mDM

�1
R

⇤2⌘
. (2.2)

The heavy neutrino masses are approximately given by the diagonal entries of MR and
its corresponding eigenstates, the heavy nearly-sterile neutrinos Ni, have suppressed mix-
ing with active neutrinos and are mainly composed by sterile fields. Neglecting the matrix
nature of these expressions for now, if mD takes values around the electroweak scale, accept-
able neutrino masses are produced when MR has values around the GUT scale, suggestively
connecting it to a high-scale breaking of U(1)B�L [77]. Low-scale solutions are also possible
by taking the Yukawa couplings to be similar or smaller than the other SM lepton Yukawa
couplings, e.g. if mD takes values in the keV range, new nearly-sterile states would exist
with masses around a GeV. Although the mass scale for the heavy neutrino can span many
orders of magnitude, the resulting mixing is constrained by the contribution given to light
neutrino masses

|U↵N |
2 . m⌫

mN
. 10�10 1GeV

mN
, (2.3)

where we have taken m⌫ . 0.1 eV. These suppressed mixing angles make experimental
searches for heavy neutrinos in this range particularly challenging, and beyond the capa-
bilities of most experiments to-date.

In recent years a lot of interest has focused on more complex models with multiple
new fermion states, e.g. the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) [81, 82], extended seesaw [83] and linear
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Channel Threshold Channel Threshold Channel Threshold

⌫⌫⌫ 10�9 MeV e
⌥
K

± 494 MeV ⌫⌘
0 958 MeV

⌫e
+
e
� 1.02 MeV ⌫⌘ 548 MeV µ

⌥
K

⇤± 997 MeV
⌫e

±
µ
⌥ 105 MeV µ

⌥
K

± 559 MeV ⌫� 1019 MeV
⌫⇡

0 135 MeV ⌫⇢
0 776 MeV ⌫e

±
⌧
⌥ 1776 MeV

e
⌥
⇡
± 140 MeV e

⌥
⇢
± 776 MeV e

⌥
D

± 1870 MeV
⌫µ

+
µ
� 210 MeV ⌫! 783 MeV ⌫µ

±
⌧
⌥ 1880 MeV

µ
⌥
⇡
± 245 MeV µ

⌥
⇢
± 882 MeV ⌧

⌥
⇡
± 1870 MeV

e
⌥
K

⇤± 892 MeV

Tab. 1. All the available channels for a HNL with a mass below the D
±
s mass are listed above,

sorted by threshold mass. The active neutrino is considered massless, when compared to the masses
of the other particles.

probability into e
�
⇡
+ as e

+
⇡
�, one of its dominant and most experimentally distinctive

branching decay modes, while a Dirac heavy neutrino will only decay into e
�
⇡
+. Assuming

charge-identification is possible in the detector, distinguishing between the two total decay
rates should be possible with modest statistics. In a charge-blind search or for an NC
channel, the total decay rate of Majorana neutrinos would appear to be twice as large
as that of Dirac neutrinos. However, being the mixing usually an unknown quantity, the
difference between Majorana and Dirac nature cannot be deduced as easily.

There is also a more subtle impact of the nature of the decaying neutrino. Even though
the total decay rate is not affected by the helicity of the initial neutrino, the helicity does af-
fect the distributions of final state particles, which will in turn influence the observability of
the signatures of neutrino decay. It is important that these polarisation effects are correctly
implemented when studying the distributions of final state observables and subsequently
when developing an analysis to tackle backgrounds.

In the remainder of this section, we present results for the polarised heavy neutrino
decay rates and distributions for Majorana and (pseudo-)Dirac neutrinos. The decay modes
considered are listed in Tab. 1 and the respective branching ratios as functions of the
neutrino mass are shown in Fig. 1. The differential widths have been computed using the
massive spinor helicity formalism (see e.g. Refs. [91, 92]), and checked numerically using
FeynCalc [93, 94].

3.1 Polarised Majorana neutrino decay

Although spin-averaged Majorana neutrino decay rates are well known in the litera-
ture [45, 95, 96] (see also Ref. [97]), to the best of our knowledge the polarised rates are
not. These are necessary to correctly describe the distributions of observables in a beam
dump experiment, and in this section we present formulae for these differential decay rates.

Note that we stay agnostic as to the final nature and flavours of outgoing neutrinos,
and in all cases sum over any possible outgoing states to define a semi-inclusive decay rate
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FIG. 3. The energy distribution of millicharged particles that are accepted by ArgoNeuT from various sources and for di↵erent

masses. In each plot mCP masses are chosen so that the respective production mode is dominant.
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Having established that mCP retain their energy spectrum and direction in going through matter, we are now ready
to consider their interactions in a LAr detector.

III. MILLICHARGE INTERACTIONS IN LIQUID ARGON

We have seen that millions to billions of mCPs may pass through neutrino near detectors during their exposure.
In this section we will consider strategies to detect them using electron recoils, including single and double hit events
near the detector threshold of order an MeV. We begin with calculations of the scattering rate and mean free path of
mCPs in LAr.

A. Cross section and mean free path

Given that millicharged particles have a low cross section and large mean free path, a scattering treatment for the
detection and interaction with material would be in general appropriate. The cross section is largest for scattering o↵
of electrons which will be discussed here. Though we will be interested in low recoil energies, of order an MeV, the
momentum exchange is su�ciently large compared to atomic scales and we will approximate the electrons to be free.

The di↵erential cross section for a millicharged particle to scatter o↵ an electron is

d�

dEr
= ⇡↵

2
✏
2 2E2

�me + E
2
rme � Er

�
m

2
� + me(2E� + me)

�

E2
r (E2

� �m2
�)m2

e

, (4)
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Appendix A: Supporting material

ZL: Does the focusing horn has any deflection e↵ect on the mCP flux?
ZL: Comment on the spectural information available as well.

Appendix B: Scattering angle calculation

In section II A we estimated the angular deflection of mCPs traveling through matter. It is well known that, as
opposed to energy loss, the angular deflection of charged particles moving through matter is dominated by multiple
soft scatterings o↵ of nuclei []. Since there is no correlation between one scattering and the next, the total deflection
can be described as a random walk. The di↵erential scattering cross section of a mCP o↵ a nucleus is similar to
Equation (4), but with the nucleus mass mA replacing the electron mass and with an additional factor of Z

2 to
account for the large nuclear charge. The IR divergence of this formula is cut o↵ by the atomic form factor, which
we will approximate here as a sharp cuto↵. However we will see that the results are insensitive to the value of the IR
cuto↵. With every scattering in which the nucleus recoils by Er the angle of the mCP is deflected by

✓�(Er) ⇠
p

2mNEr

E�
(B1)

The average angular deflection in a nuclear scattering is

h✓�i =
1

�(Emin)

Z Emax

Emin

@�nuc

@Er
✓�(Er)dEr (B2)

In traversing a length L of material, the number of such collisions is simply the L/� where � is the mean free path
of Equation, with the appropriate replacements of me ! mN and the additional coherent factor of Z2 instead of the
incoherent Z. The total deflection due to Ncol collisions is

�✓� ⇠ h✓�i
p

Ncol (B3)

Evaluating this expression numerically for a range of nuclei gives Equation (3). It is interesting to note that this

estimate is insensitive to the IR cuto↵ since the square root of the number of collisions scales as E
�1/2
min while the

average deflection scales as E
1/2
min. The total deflection is also quite insensitive to the nuclear species.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important component in the quest for new particles beyond the Standard Model (SM) is the search for new
light states, at or below the GeV scale that are very weakly coupled. A particularly simple possibility that realizes
this is the introduction of new particles that carry a small electric charge, so-called millicharged particles (mCPs). In
their simplest form they may be introduced as just that, new particles that violate the quantization of charge seen in
the SM. Millicharged particles can also arise more elegantly in the low energy limit of a theory in which a new dark
photon kinetically mixes with the visible one [? ]. Millicharged particles could make up part of the dark matter in
the Universe [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ] and this possibility has recently attracted attention in the context of the EDGES
21 cm anomaly [? ? ? ].

In this work we propose to search for mCPs in liquid argon (LAr) detectors in neutrino beams. We will show that
ArgoNeuT [? ], one of the first and smallest for such detectors, can already probe new regions of the mCP parameter
space with existing data. Millicharged particles can be produced at any intense fixed target setup via the decay of
mesons or through bremsstrahlung. In particular, they will be produced in the target that is struck by a proton beam
to produce neutrinos. Due to their small charge mCPs will for the most part travel in an approximately straight path
through magnetic fields and shielding traversing through neutrino near detectors.

LAr detectors are well suited to search for these particles. At the microphysical level, high energy millicharged
particles interact with matter similarly to their charged counterparts through soft ionizing collisions, though with
reduced rates. It has recently been shown that LAr detectors are able to resolve the individual mCP collisions down
to a threshold of order an MeV or less [? ]. The mCP signal thus consists of one or more soft hits within the detector
volume. In the case of two of more hits, we will show that signal events will be aligned with the target in which the
mCPs are produced as shown in Figure 1. In contrast, background double hit events will be uniformly distributed in
the detector volume and will only rarely align with the target. We will thus find that searching for two or more hits
that are in line with the production target can be used to e↵ectively reduce the backgrounds and improve the reach.

Laboratory based limits on mCPs have been placed by the milliQ experiment at SLAC [? ]. More recently more
search strategies have been proposed, both in a dedicated experiment at LHC (milliQan) [? ] and other fixed target
setups [? ]. During the preparation of this work, Ref. [? ] has also suggested a search for mCPs in neutrino detectors,
including miniBooNE microBooNE, ICARUS using the booster 8 GeV beam line and with the future DUNE1.

The paper is structured as follows. In section II we will discuss the production of mCPs in the 120 GeV which
primarily proceeds via meson decay and bremsstrahlung for high masses and consider the small e↵ects that matter
have on mCPs en route to the detector. In Section III we describe the interaction of mCPs in liquid Argon and and
consider the signal rate for single and double hit events. In Section IV we discuss the background rates in ArgoNeuT
and estimate the reach of a dedicated analysis with existing data. In section V we discuss some of the opportunities
and challenges of searching for mCPs in larger detectors that are also exposed to more intense beams.

target

target

detector

detector

signal

background

FIG. 1. In a signal double-hit event (top) the line that is defined by the two hits will point to the target whereas in a background

double-hit event (bottom) it generically will not. Going from single-hit to double-hit events can thus lead to an enhanced signal

to background ratio.

1 This work only considered single-hit events. Our work generally agrees with the signal rates in this paper, though we will take a more
conservative approach to backgrounds in LAr and assume uncertainties are systematic in nature. To this end, the use of the multi-hit
signal for suppressing backgrounds will allow for a nearly background free search. In addition, here will consider the use of the existing
120 GeV NuMI beamline with ArgoNeuT.
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FIG. 4. The physics reach in the m�-✏ plane for millicharged particles achievable by the ArgoNeuT experiment with existing

data. The reach of a single-hit analysis is shown in blue and that of a double-hit analysis, requiring that the two hits line up

with the target, is shown in red. Existing limits from other experiments are shown in grey.
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FIG. 5. Number of millicharged particles produces through various sources, falling into the DUNE near detector’s geometrical

acceptances for ✏ = 10
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in the left and right panels, respectively.

hits are distributed among of order 108 frames. The number of ⇠MeV hits per frame is thus of order 300. Under
the assumption that the number of hits scales up with beam intensity and with detector volume and assuming the
background uncertainty is systematic the limit from single hit events in DUNE will be similar to the equivalent limit
at ArgoNeuT (the blue curve in Figure 6).

It is therefore tempting to employ our technique of identifying pairs of hits that are aligned with the LBNF proton
target. We note however that given a frame with n hits number of pairs of hits is of order n2

/2, of order a few million
in our case. Assuming the spatial resolution is similar to the of ArgoNeuT and taking perfect angular resolution
and taking the suppression factor in Equation (16) yields of order 10 signal-like double-hit events per frame that are
pointing back to the target. Integrating over all frames gives a rough estimate of about 109 double-hit background
events.

It thus seems that due to the high detector occupancy, the parametric gain in signal to background in double hit
events is significantly degraded. There is , however, an additional advantage to using double-hit events. Assuming
the background hits are uncorrelated, the distribution of the angle with respect to the target, depicted in figure 1,
should be a smooth function around the target orientation. As a result, the expected background that is pointing to
the target can be measured with high precision and would be dominated by statistical uncertainty. As a result, the
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FIG. 6. The physics reach in the m�-✏ plane for millicharged particles achievable by the DUNE experiment with our projection.

The reach of a single-hit analysis is shown in blue and that of a double-hit analysis, requiring that the two hits line up with

the target, is shown in red. Existing limits from other experiments are shown in grey. The bands indicate the di↵erent

assumption on the scaling of the background at DUNE from ArgoNeuT data, upper lines corresponding to an estimation where

the background scaled as the product of the detector volume, the solid angle and total POT, and lower lines corresponding

to scaling with detector volume only. The solid band corresponds to the results after considering possible 2-hits background

reduction through side band calibration.

figure of merit for setting limits on mCP’s is S/
p
B, rather than S/B.

RH: add a curve to the money plot?
The estimated sensitivity above, however, may be qualitatively improved by making use of additional features of

bigger neutrino detectors:

• Timing and light collection: The DUNE near detector is planned to be segmented into of order 20 modules, each
of which will have a separate light collection system. The light collection allows for excellent timing resolution,
of order XXX. If each of the, say, 3000 hits in a frame can be associated with a hit time at this resolution, a
sizable fraction of the signal-like double-hit events can be rejected. In e↵ect, a good resolution on timing can
increase the number of frames and thus reduce the ocupancy per frame. This capability depends strongly on
the performance of the light collection system and should be explored further.

• Argon Gas TPC: In order to mitigate the high occupancy in the near detector a high pressure gaseous argon
TPC detector is proposed. Naively, argon gas, with its lower density, will produce less signal event because
the mean free path for a mCP is of order (n�)�1. However, precisely because of the lower density, charged
particles travel in gas farther than they do in liquid argon [? ]. As a result the e↵ective energy threshold
will be much lower, as low as 10 keV. As we showed in Equations (6) or (9), the scattering cross section is
inversely proportional to the detection threshold. The total signal event rate in a gas TPC is thus expected
to be parametrically similar to that in a liquid detector. The backgrounds in a gas detector may, however, be
significantly lower, potentially leading to enhanced sensitivity. Further advantages may be had by combining
hits in the LAr and the gas TPC, as well as making use of the planned electromagnetic calorimeter.

• O↵ axis detectors: The dominant source of soft hits in near detectors is likely to be beam related. Since the
charged pions are collimated in the magnetic horns, the backgrounds may be highly peaked in the forward region.
In [? ] and [? ] is was shown that dark sector signals which are produced by the decay of neutral particles
are produced in a much wider beam than the neutrino beam and that and thus the signal to background ratio
is higher in o↵-axis detectors. Fortunately, microBooNe and ICARUS, two LAr detectors, are located about 6�

o↵-axis, an ideal angle for this purpose. In fact the angular distribution of mCPs is similar to that of secluded
dark matter and is shown in [? ]. Within the LBNF beam, the proposed DUNEprism detector [? ] will also be
able to cover o↵ axis angles.

• Faint tracks - a dedicated millicharge reconstruction: The standard track reconstruction in LAr TPCs is geared
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where Er ⌘ E
f
e � me is the recoil energy, defined in the lab frame, assuming initial electron is stationary. E� and

m� are the initial millicharged particle � energy and mass, respectively. In the ultra-relativistic limit, equation (4)
reduces to

d�

dEr

����
E��m�,me,Er

' 2⇡↵2
✏
2

E2
rme

. (5)

The di↵erential cross section diverges when Er approaches zero as is well known for Coulomb scattering. The total
cross section after integrating equation (4) over the range of recoil energy Er of [Emin

r , E
max
r ] is
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� �m2

�)m2
e

. (6)

When there is no upper cut placed on the recoil energy the upper limit can be replaced by the maximal kinematically
allowed recoil energy

E
max
r =

(E2
� �m

2
�)me

m2
� + 2E�me + m2

e

. (7)

The total cross section scales as E
min
r and is thus dominated by soft collisions.

Given a detector threshold for electron recoil, the scattering cross section in Eq. 6 can then be conveniently converted
to a mean free path,

�(Emin
r ) =

1

Zndet�(Emin
r )

, (8)

where Z is the atomic number of the target element in the detector and ndet is its number density. For liquid argon
⇢ = 1.3954 gram/ cm3, Z = 18, ma = 39.948 gram/mol, the mean free path for an ultra-relativistic millicharged
particle to scatter above threshold is

�(Emin
r ) '

✓
10�2

✏

◆2 ✓
E

min
r

1 MeV

◆
1 km. (9)

Before proceeding to propose a search strategy we point out that soft scattering, those with electron recoils of order
an MeV, lead to a very small angular deflection of the mCP. The deflection angle is of order the momentum transfer
in the collision divided by the initial momentum of the mCP

✓� ⇠
p

2meEr

E�
. (10)

The momentum transfer,
p

2meEr, is of order an MeV, while the initial momentum of the typical mCP is of order
one to tens of GeV. The deflection angle of a beam mCP which deposits an observable hit in a LAr detector will be
thus deflected by an angle that is at most 10�3. We conclude that after an observable hit the mCP will maintain its
trajectory and that any further hits will be along a line pointing back to the target. As shown in Figure 1, we will
use this to identify signal events and suppress backgrounds.

B. Interaction probabilities - one and two hits

The probability of a mCP to interact within a detector of size L is simply L/� when the mean free path is larger
than the detector, which is valid for small millicharges or order 10�2 or below. Since we would like the limit setting
procedure to be smooth as we go to larger millicharges and physically large detectors we will write a probability for
interaction that is valid even when the mean-free-path is of order the detector size or smaller. To this end we will
consider a segmented detector with a spatial resolution of �L in the beam direction. The probability to scatter once
above a threshold E

min
r within a detector segment of size �L along the mCPs path is

p =
�L

�
(11)
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FIG. 2. Solid lines: regions of MA0 vs. "2 parameter space for which we expect 10 signal events after 8 ⇥ 1021 protons on
the NuMI target have been accumulated. The gold line corresponds to the SBND detector, the black line to the MicroBooNE
detector, and the red line to the ICARUS detector. The dashed black line corresponds to the region for which 10 signal events
are expected at MicroBooNE, assuming 1021 POT. The top (bottom) row corresponds to ↵D = 0.1 (↵D = 1). The left (right)
panels corresponds to M� = 0.6MA0 (M� = 2MA0). Here we assume the dark matter relic abundance is symmetric. See text
for more detail regarding existing limits.

Previous studies have considered DM production through an o↵-shell A0 at LSND [24] and E137 at SLAC [23],
with detection occurring through a neutral-current-like scattering. As the beam energy at LSND was only 800 MeV,
DM production occurs overwhelmingly through ⇡0 decay and the bounds are weak for higher A0 and � masses [24].
The beam energy at E137 [23] was 20 GeV and DM pairs were produced mostly through bremsstrahlung. The E137
bounds are subdominant to those coming from LSND. The bounds from [24] are depicted as green-shaded regions in
Fig. 2§. We omit these curves from Fig. 3, since they are surpassed by those from direct detection.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we present the outcome of our dark matter trident analysis, the details of which are contained
in the following sections. In each case, the region above the solid black, gold, and red line corresponds to the part
of parameter space where we expect MicroBooNE, SBND, and ICARUS, respectively, to produce 10 or more dark

§ In comparison with Ref. [24], we include a scaling factor on the bounds from LSND (on the parameter "2) of 3.62 for ↵D = 0.1 to
correct for errors in previous works [40]. This conversion factor is determined by comparing Refs. [24] and [11].
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